
 

 

THE UNIVERSAL LOGOS LORD MELCHIZEDEK 
Elohim, Angelic, Universal One - Unified Consciousness 

v One of the Trinity Lords of Light: AA Michael, AA Metatron & Lord 
Melchizedek 

v Universal Logos  & 351 Levels of God-Consciousness  

v Cosmic Guardian of Ascension Gateway & Rider of the White Horse 

v Multi-Universal Master of One-Unified Consciousness 

v Grand Master of the 72 Orders of Melchizedek 

v One of the Three Guardians of the Ascension Gateway:  Bridge created 
by Trinity Lords  

Lord Melchizedek (Melchisadek) is the Universal Logos and the authority of the Order of Melchizedek, which 
includes all who serve God through Divine Guidance. Every particle of life-force energy that makes up this 
entire universe is over lighted by his consciousness. He brings to all evolving life forms the science of 
alchemy and a deeper connection point to the sacred fire energies of the greater universe.  

Through the universal sacred fire flames of Melchizedek’s energy, you can align your entire multidimensional 
consciousness reality here on Earth.  His golden-white grace brings forth new divine creation into its 
complete divine manifestation. We may call to Lord Melchizedek for freedom and to help neutralize any 
emotional charge that remains within our cellular memory. 

This Divine Lord is one unified consciousness, having re-united all its aspects and unified its masculine and 
feminine flames, and as such is probably the closest to Source energy of all the Masters we may access at 
this time. As you may expect, Melchizedek’s work with us today includes helping bring into our subconscious 
and conscious understanding information concerning spiritual principles and how to work with Light. This 
includes teaching us to understand and use the Language of Light, and to understand and develop our own 
energetic Light Bodies. We will need these skills to aid us in our own personal Ascension, as well as to 
support Earth and our fellow humans throughout the transition period. Indeed the principal reason behind all 
the actions of the Melchizedek energy, is that of raising vibrational frequencies in order to bring about 
Unification - of the Self and then ultimately with Source.  

The " Melchizedek " vibration may be accessed at many different levels throughout the Universal order, 
depending upon what each individual needs to know; what energy they are capable of holding and what they 
are working upon. When each person "taps in" to this energy therefore they are not contacting different parts 
or aspects of the Melchizedek, but its complete energy at a level specific to what they require. There is also 
no specific etheric retreat to visit in order to access the Melchizedek energies - this frequency surrounds us 
at all times, and may be accessed from and through wherever we choose.  


